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Time off/ sick leave/ holidays 365/year cover

CAPABILITIES

JOB DESCRIPTION

Designing, installation,
administration and
improvement of
current database servers
Testing and maintaining the
database solution, including
monitoring of system health
and performance, to ensure
high levels of performance,
availability, and security
Administration of the Server
infrastructure - from
development to mission-
critical production systems
Migration and consolidation of
servers and databases across
environments
Architect and deploy data and
application solutions
Performance assessments and
disaster recovery tests
Tuning and optimisation of
databases
Analysing, solving & correcting
issues, providing end-to-end
problem resolution
Refining and automating
regular processes, with
documentation and reporting
Sharing technical expertise,
providing technical mentorship
and cross-training to other
peers and team members

JOB DESCRIPTION

Designing, installation,
administration and
improvement of
current database servers
Testing and maintaining the
database solution
Administration of the Server
infrastructure
Migration and consolidation
of servers and databases
across environments 
Architect and deploy data
and application solutions
Performance assessments
and disaster recovery tests
Tuning and optimisation of
databases

HOW MUCH THEY COST

Pay per DBA

*For an experienced DBA you need to cover
costs of salary, NI and other

benefits.
To support your databases 24-7

requires at least three DBAs with potentially
additional resource required to cover holidays

and sickness. This all adds up to a DBA function
costing well over £250k per year, plus the
expense of training and recruitment fees.

£6,800** per year

Hiring costs vary by location, seniority, job scope, benefits, etc. However,
by looking at an average DBA salary vs the cost of outsourcing your

database management we are looking at the following figures

£80,000* + per year

Pay per Database

However, the cost doesn't multiply based on
the number of databases added to support.

The cost is incremental - with a volume
discount.

** Costs might vary depending on clients'
requirements.

Fees are agreed 
upfront and paid annually or monthly. In this way,

budgets 
are easier to plan and IT costs can be more 

tightly controlled.

WellData is one of the UK's leading Database managed service providers, offering a
reliable, secure and low-cost way of enhancing database performance without employing

expensive DBAs. Founded in 1999, we help businesses of all sizes to increase the
availability, reliability and security of their databases. Get a free consultation and

outsource DBA functions today

OUTSOURCE DBA FUNCTIONS TODAY

mailto:enquiries@welldata.co.uk

